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Abstract-Consider the higher-order linear difference equation 
n-+1 
G-1 + pn:cn = 0, II = 0.1,2,. . (*) 
where m 2 1 is an odd integer, and {pn} is a sequence of nonnegative real numbers. We obtain 
several new sufficient conditions for the oscillation of all solutions of equation (*). Examples which 
dwell upon the importance of our results are also included. @ 2001 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights 
reserved. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
In recent years, there has been an increasing interest in the study of the oscillatory behaviour 
of solutions of difference equations (see, e.g., [l-17] and t,he references cited therein). Numerous 
results exist for second-order difference equations. However, the results dealing with the oscil- 
lation of higher-order difference equations are relatively scarce. In this paper, we are concerned 
with the oscillatory behavior of solutions of the even order linear difference equation 
am+lx,,_l + pnx, = 0, 11= 1,2 ).... (1) 
where m is an odd integer, {p,} is a sequence of nonnegative real numbers, and n denotes the 
forward difference operator; i.e., Lk:,, = IC,,+~ - 2, and aiz, = n(n”-lx,,), i = 1,2,. . , m, 
n”x, = x,,. 
A solution {x~} of equation (1) IS said to be oscillatory if for every N > ‘no* there exists an 
11 > N such that x n. x 7L+r < 0; otherwise it is said to be nonoscillatory. 
For t E R, the factorial expression (t)(“) is defined as (t)(“‘) = nzi’(t - i) with (t)(O) = 1. 
Thus, in particular for each n E {1,2, . }, (TL)(“~) = 71!/(,12 - m)!. 
In this paper, we obtain several new sufficient conditions for the oscillation of all solutions of 
equation (1). Oscillation criteria for the neutral difference equation are then derived as applica- 
tions. We have also included examples to dwell upon the importance of our results obtained. 
In the sequel, when we write a sequential inequality without specifying its domain of validity, 
we assume that it holds for all sufficient large positive integer n. 
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2. SOME LEMMAS 
LEMIVIA 1. (See [1].) Let {Yn} be a sequence of reM numbers in N = {0, 1, 2 , . . .  }. Let {y,~} and 
A~y n be of constant sign with Amyn not being identically zero on any subset {nl, 'nl  + 1, . . .  } 
of N.  I f  
Yn ~ Y~ <- O, 
then there exists a number m* E {0, 1, . . .  ,m - 1} with ( -1)  m-m*-1 = 1 and such that 
yn f Jy rz>O,  fo r j=O,1 ,2 , .  . ,m*,  n>_n2>_n l ,  
(--1)J-m* Yn &J Yn > O, for j = m* + 1 , . . . ,  m - 1, n ~ 7/, 2 ~ 7z 1. 
LEMMA 2. (See [1,6].) Let {y,} be as defined in Lemma 1 and such that y~ > 0 and A~y~ < 0 
for all n >_ nl,  and not identically equal to zero. Moreover, i f  {Yn} is increasing, then eventually 
1 ( rt ~(m--1) Am_ 1 
Y'~ > (m - 1) [ \ 2m- 1 ] Yn, for all n > n2. 
LEMMA 3. (See [12].) Suppose Fn >_ 0 and Q~ _~ 0 for n > no > 0. 
sequence {wn} which satisfies / 
w~+l - Q,,wn + F~ <_ O, n >_ no, 
I f  there is a posit ive 
then 
LEMMA 4. 
E Fn exp Qi < oc. 
Assume that {xn} is an eventually positive solution of equation (1). Let 
Yn = fXn_  1. (2) 
Then, we have eventually 
yn > 0. (a) 
PROOF. Let nl be a positive integer such that x,,-1 > 0 for all n > nl, Then, by (1) and (2), 
We have  
G'~y~ = -p,~xn <_ O, for all n > hi, 
which yields that  the differences of y,~ up to order m - 1 are monotone and either eventually 
Am- lyn  < 0 . . (4) 
or  
Am-l>,  > o. (5) 
We claim that (5) holds. Otherwise, (4) holds, which implies that there exist c~ > 0 and 'n2 >_ nl 
such that  
y,~ _< -a ,  for all n > n2. 
Therefore, we have 
Z n <~ --a -]- Xn_ l ,  for all n >_ n2. (6) 
Then for any positive integer i, we have by (6) 
z~2+~ < x,~2+~-1 - a < xn~ - ia .  (7) 
It follows from that xn2+i < 0 for sufficiently large i. This is a contradiction, and so (5) holds. 
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Next, we consider the following three possible cases. 
CAS~; 1. There is 7g 62 {2,3 , . . . ,m-  1} such that 
CASE 2. There i s~62 {1,2 ,3  . . . ,m-1}suchthat  
/k"'-~2,~ > 0, A" -~- I : / , ,  > 0. 
Ce\SE 3. (--1) "~ A ''*-''~ 9~, < 0, ~ = 1, 2 . . . ,  'm. 
For Case 1, by using a similar method to the above, we can obtain a contradiction and so 
Case 1 is impossiMe. For Case 2, we see that eventually 9., > 0. For Case 3, since m, is an odd 
integer, it follows that 9~ > 0 eventually. The proof of' Lemma 3 is complete. 
3. MAIN  RESULTS 
TUEOREM 1. Assume that tbr some I~,0 >_ 2"'('m. - 1), 
s,,, exp ~ \97)  > ~ (s) 
g l= l lO  i=r*O 
Then every solut ion of  equation (1) oscillates. 
Pr~oo~'. Let {z**} be a nonoscillatory solution of (1). Then {z,} is either positive or negative 
eventually. Assume' that a:,,-t > 0 for all '~, > Jz~. Let {9,~} be as in Lemma 4. Then, by (1) 
and (2), we have 
A~*9~, = -p,~z~, < 0, [br all ~, > 't~l, (9) 
which implies that  ^ ,~,-1 cs ?/,, is nonincreasing and that Aig,~ for i = 0, 1, . . .  ,m-  2 is strictly 
monotonic eventually. By Lemrna 4, we have eventually 
9,~ > 0. (10) 
Since 'm is odd, it follows by Lemma 1 that there exists an even integer m* 62 {0, 2 , . . . , 'm - 1} 
such that 
~.i~/,~ > 0, for i 0, 1, * > > tq; . , ~ . . .  ~1"1~, , I~,  __  '1~,' 2 __  
(11) 
( -1 )  / z~ i ~1,~ > 0, for i = m* + 1 . . . . .  'm. - 1, /z ~> '11,9 > 11,1 . 
Frolll (2) and (10), we get z , ,  > x~- l .  Hence, there exisl;s a constant M > 0 and a positive 
integer 'n.a _> '~2 such that 
.c~, >_ AI, for all 't~ _> I~:~. (12) 
Now we will show that there exists an integer No > '1~3 such that 
1 ( ,~ ,  } , ( , , , * )A , .  
9,, > - -  \ ~ / !J~, - -  'DL*  ! 
In fact, if 7/** = 0, then it is easy to see that 
1 ( 't~)(°)Ao 
?J'* A°>~ = ~ T :J"' 
i.e., (la) holds for m* = 0. 
If n~* > 2, then by (11), we have 
A'~**+19~ < 0, 9,, > O, and 
By Lmnma 2, there exists No _> ~z3 such that, (13) holds. 
for all '/z _> No. (13) 
for all '/z ~ N0; 
A 9,~ > 0. 
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Let r be ~ positive integer such that 
No + r < n <_ No + r + l, fo rn>Nl=No+l .  
Then we have n > (1/2)(n + r) for n > N1. From (13), we get 
1 (n+r) (m*)Aa .  
Y~ > m*--~ \2-E-:Ti-J y~, for all n > N1. 
In view of (14), we obtain 
Xn >_ yn + Xn-1 
r--1 
E Yn-j + Xn-r 
j=0 
r~ 1 (n+r--j) (m*) 
>- -~. \ ~-~+1 A~* Y,-J + M 
j=0 
1 n (,~.) ~-1 
_> ( ) E J  m*! ~ Yn-j + M, 
j=0 
Since m* A Yn > 0, hence, z~ Yn is decreasing and m* 
r--1 n--1 
j=0 i=N2 
where N2 = N1 + 1. 
Substituting (15) and (16) into (9), we obtain 
- -  A y~ + Mp~ <_0. ~my n "Jr" ?Tt*! \2 --~2"~ ] Pn E m* 
i=N2 
Set 
?Z--1 
zn = E &m*yi, for n > N2. 
i=N2 
Then, by (17), we get 
1 ( n )('~*) ~rn-m*+lZn ~- ~ ~ pnz,~ + Mp,~ <_ O. 
From (11), we know 
/~m-rn*+lz  n ~ 0, Z n > 0, and 
By Lemma 2, there exists N3 >_ N2 such that 
1 ( n ~( . . . .  *) ~m- ,F  
zn _> (m ---m*)! \2  '~-m* J z,~. 
Substituting (19) into (18), we get 
~ra--m*+lzn _}_ 
for n > N1. 
zn = Am*yn >0 '  
(14) 
(15) 
(16) 
(17) 
(18) 
(19) 
l ( ~) (m*) (  n )('~--,*) A.,~_,~. 
m* ! (m - m*) ! ~ p~ z~ + Mp, ,  < O. 
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Noting that  
we have 
Set 
and 
i A'".-"* Am-m*+iz'~ + 'm-7 \2m/  t),~ z,, + 3,lp,, < O. 
~,~ > O, for n > N.l = max{n0 N3}, 
1 ('n ]('") 
~l,~ m[ \ 2 "~ I f),~, for i~ _> ?C> 
Then, (20) implies 
By Lenlma 3, we have 
which yields 
Aw,,  + ~7,~w,,. + kip,, < O, for 'n _> N,4. 
O0 i'~ I 
= Nt \ i = !~r4 /I 
(20) 
(21) 
p~ exp '/n~ \277/n j Pi < oc. (22) 
This is a contradiction, and the proof of Theorenl 1 is complete. 
r_YIIEOREM 2. Assume that 
OO 
' "m- - lPn  = 00. (23)  
Then every solution of equation (1) oscillates. 
PROOF. Let {x,~} be a nonoscillatory solution of (t). Then {x,~} is either positive or negative 
eventually. Assume that x~,,-i > 0 for all n _> rq. Let {y,z} be as in Lemma 4. By Lemma 4, we 
have y,  > 0 eventually. By Lemma 1, there exists an even integer 'm.* E {0, 2 , . . . ,  ~1z 1} such 
that  
A~y.,~ > 0, for i = 0, 1,. . . ,~n* - 1: 
(24) 
( -1 )  ~ ~ i  y,,, > 0, for i = 'm*,... , 'm, - 1. 
If m,* = 0, then there exists k,l > 0 and nl > t~,0 such that a;~ > k l  for 'n, > ~q. From (1) ~md (2) 
we have 
A'%,  _< -.,~ip~,. (25) 
In view of (23), we have 
£ (i) (''-1) A m y, - - ,  oc ,  as  ',~, + oc. (26) 
i=~Zl 
Oil the other hand, using Product D)rmulae [1], we have 
y~ ,~, - A ( i )  u"  ~) A . . . .  
= (77,)(m--1) /~ . . . .  1 1]n+1 __ (1/,1) ( . . . .  1) ATr t -1  YrZl 
- k (m - 1)(i) ( .... 1) A.rn-I Ui+l' 
i=~l  1 
ffi+l 
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Repeat ing the above procedure, we get 
~-~ (/)(m--i) A'rrz Yi = fn ,m -- fn~ . . . .  (27) 
i :n l  
where 
~rt-- 2 
f~,'m = (?~,)(m--1) ~m-1  Yn+l  Jr- E (--1)3(j + 1) '"-(m -- 1)(n) (j) A j Yn+m- l - j  > O. 
j=0 
(28) 
It is easy to see that  (27) and (28) contradict (26). If m* > 0, by Discrete Taylor's Formula [1], 
we have 
m*- - i  (I~, -- n l )  (i) A i  1 'n--m* 
i=0 j=n l  
1 (29) > (11 -- 7~,1) (m*- l )  A m*- I  Yr~I 
- 0~* - 1)!  
Am* - 1 Yn~ 
>_ (m-:----T) ~-~ (n)(m*-ll for n >_ n2 >_ 2~1 + (m* -- 1) -- 1. 
Set 
Equat ion (29) implies 
Am*-  lynl 
M1 = (m* - 1)!2 '~*- I"  
Yn --> /~Ii(n) (m*-l), for n > n2. 
We claim that  there exists M2 > 0 such that  
(30) 
xn >_ A~/2(n) (m*), for n >_ n2. (31) 
In fact, from (30), 
Xn >_ Xn--1 + Ml(n)  (m*-l), for n > 'I~2. 
Let L = rain{x,, : n~ < n < n2 + 1}. Choose ch such that  
0<at  <_min (n2+1)  (ra*) '2m* ' 
(32)  
and rFL * 
i ,i (33) gn (m~Ii --'fyt*(_tl) (?).)(rn*-l) -F Ogl E ( -1 )  Cm.( f l . )  (rn*-i) > 0, It > Tt2, 
i=2 
provided n2 is sufficiently large. 
Since x,~ >_ L for n~ < 7z < nz + 1, it follows that  x~ _> a l (n )  ('n*), n2 < n < n2 + 1. From (32) 
and (33), for n2+1<n<n2+2,  
Zrz )" O~l(n-  1) ( 'F)  + ~//l(TZ) (m*-l) : O~l(n) (m*) -]-gn >-- O~1(??') (m*) 
By induction, we have 
x,~ > a l (n )  (m*), fo rnz+i<n<n2+( i+ l ) ,  i=O,1  2,. .  
Therefore, (31) is true for /1'/2 = oh. Substituting (2) and (31) into (1), we have 
A"~yn + M2(n)('~*)pn <_ O. (34)  
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Equations (34) and (23) lead to 
~ (i) (m-m*- l )  / vn  Y,i ~ -oo ,  as n ---+ ~.  
i=nl 
On the other hand, from (24), 
n 
Z (i)(m-,~*-l) Am Yi = f,~ . . . .  n* - f~ , ,m-m*,  
i=nl 
where 
(35) 
(36) 
1 + (m + 1)r 
< a, for r < N. 
l+r  
Since e ~ >_ xn/n!  for any x > O, and (i/2m) ( '0 _> ( i /2m+l)  m for  { > I = 2m+l(m -- 1),  hence, 
] - 1 i ('~) 1 i (m) i -~ 
Pn exp ~ i=I -~  Pi = n -~ exp ~ i=I -~  
and 
oo  
Tt OG. 
n=l 
Therefore, by Theorem 2, every solution of (38) is oscillatory when 0 < a < m. 
If m < a < m + 1, then it is not difficult to see that (8) is satisfied. Indeed, note first that  
lira l+(m+l ) r_m+l  >~.  
r~ l+r  
Hence, there exists a positive integer N such that 
l+(m+l )N  _>c~ 
I+N 
1 > - -  
- m!N!  
> 
- 2m(,,~+])m!N! 
1 
-> 2.~(m+l)m!N ! 
N I 
L i=I 
N [ 1 n -  ~ Z i"~i-~ 
i=I 
(39) 
(40) 
(41) 
1 o~ 1) n -a [nm-a+l - ( I+ l )v~-"+] ]N  2rn(m+l)r/flN!(m -- + 
Hence, 
f in,m-m* = (n) (m-ra*-l) ~m-m*- i  Yn+l 
m-m*-2 (37) 
+ Z ( -1) J ( J  + 1) . - .  (m - m* - 1)(n) (j) AJ  YnTm--m*--l--j > O. 
j=0 
Equat ion (36) with (37) contradicts (35). The proof is complete. 
EXAMPLE 1. Consider the linear difference quation 
/~mWlx  n 1 -1 + ~-gxn = 0, n = 1 ,2 , . . . ,  (38) 
where m > 1 is odd, o, E R +. In the following, we will prove that every solution of (38) oscillates 
when 0 < a < m + 1. 
In fact, if 0 < c~ _< m, then we have 
nra_lTt_c~ > 1 and ~-" 1 - -  - -  ---- (X ) .  
n=l  
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Then 
( I  + 1)m'-c~+l] N ~- 1) ,-[°z-(rn+l)N÷c~N] 
N 1)(m-,~+l)i } 
+ ~_ , ( _ l )~C;~( i  + × ,,,, I ,~+( , ,~+, (N- , )+~, : , , -<  . 
i= l  
In view of (39) and (40), we get. 
oo 
-~ 'R - [ (~- (m+I )N+(~N]  OO 
T~ ~t~o 
(42) 
&lid 
£ 1~ -[(~-(m+l)(N-i)+°(N-i)] < 00. 
Equations (41) (43) imply for n.0 > I ,  
E - p,, exp m! ~7 
(-,) "~ 
/)i) ,DO. 
(43) 
Therefore, by Theorem 1, every solution of (38) is oscillatory when n~, < ct < m + 1. 
Finally, we consider the neutral difference equation 
A '" (y, -y~-~)  + p~W,-~ = O, 'n = 1 ,2 , . . . ,  (44) 
where .m, is odd, r > 0 and (7 are integers, and {p,} is a real sequence with p,~ _> 0 for all large n. 
Tim oscillation of (44) with ~n = 1 has been investigated by many authors; see [6,11,13]. Recently, 
Zhang and Yang [14] obtained the following result. 
LEMMA 5. (See [14].) Every solution of (44) is oscillatoo ~ if a.nd only if evezly solution of the 
e,q uatioJl 
1 
A"+l r  (45) :,rt-1 @ --Prz:l:n = 0,  ~1~ = 1. 2 , . . .  , 
T 
ix oscillator~: 
By using Lemnm 5 and Theorems 1 and 2, we obtain several oscillation criteria for equa- 
tion (44). 
THEOREM 3. Assume that tbr some no >_ 2m('m . - 1), 
>,exp ~ \~/  > =oo. (4G) 
Then ew~ay solution of equation (44) oscillates. 
TIIEOREM 4. Assume that (23) hoMs. Then evezy solution of equation (44) oscillates. 
EXAMPLE 2. Consider tile neutral difference equation 
1 
A "~ (:,:~, - z , , _~)  + ~x. ,~ ~ ---- 0, ,,t 1, 2 . . . .  , (47) 
where c~ c R +, T > 0, (7 > 0 are integers. Using condi t ions  (23) and (46), i f  0 < ~ < 'm + 1, then 
every solution of (47) is oscillatory. This example shows that conditions (23) and (46) are better 
than conditions in [6,11,13]. 
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